Established in 2005, Safewatch Security Systems are a
security system integration company.
The director of the company Joe Lawlor, has more than 14
years experience in designing and installing security
systems.
There has been a lot of changes in the security sector since
then, mainly the quality of the equipment that is available
now.
Our main mission is to provide the latest security products
to our clients and to demonstrate the advantages of
getting a properly designed and installed security system
from a specialist.

Philips Head Quarters, Dublin Security Monitoring

We are the only company in Kildare to be awarded the
Intellex Digital Video Management partnership.

Safewatch Security Systems have partnered with some of
the leading suppliers and manufactures of security systems
to provide our clients with the best that is out there on the
market today.
We are leading the way in IP CCTV Solutions with our I-Pro
range of Panasonic IP CCTV cameras and Network Video
Recorders.
IP technology will replace the traditional analogue CCTV
camera over the next few years.
This technology allows us to utilise your existing infrastructure to install these CCTV systems, greatly reducing
the cost of cabling.

Official Agent for the Panasonic I-Pro Range

We provide the following services:
Intruder Alarm Installation to EN-50131

This allows us to provide our clients with the very latest in
Digital Video Recording. The Intellex Digital Video
Recorder allows us to integrate Video recording with our
Kantech range of advanced access control solutions and
our range of Castle Care Intruder Alarm Panels providing
our client with a complete security solution that provides
you with the right information when you need it.

Maintenance and Service Contracts

Safewatch Security Systems are accredited with the
European NSAI standard for intruder alarms EN-50131 and
SR40 for security systems.

ANPR CCTV Cameras

Project Design and Management
Community Based CCTV Systems
24 Hour Intruder Alarm Monitoring
24 Hour CCTV Monitoring
Access Control Systems
Digital CCTV Systems
System Integration
IP CCTV Systems

*We are also the only company in Athy to be awarded a
licence for installing intruder alarms by the private security
authority of Ireland (PSA00503)

24-Hour Callout
For more information, please visit our website:
www.safewatchsecurity.ie

INTRUDER ALARM PANELS
The Castle Care range of Intruder Alarm Panels are the
most versatile on the market today as they can be installed
in a domestic house or a large commercial building.
It has 8 alarm zones that can be expanded up to 256 alarm
zones to suit most installations. The main advantage of
installing a Castle Care alarm panel is the ability of the
panel to automatically service itself and transmit this
information back to Safewatch Security Systems so that we
can arrange to fix any problems that have come up.
This ensures the client that their system is always working
to its full capability. Another benefit of this panel is the
ability to transmit alarm signals back to the control room
using IP technology.

ACCESS CONTROL
The Kantech range of Access Control Solutions is the most
advanced access control product on the market today.
This product enables our clients to control access to their
premises. We can provide access control from 1 door up
to 1000 doors all from one piece of software.
This software allows our clients to do the following:
– CCTV Integration for viewing who accessed the premises.
– Interactive floor plans with one click opening of doors.
– Restrict employees access and times allowed on site.
– Control access to areas where security is important.
– Print reports of access In & Out of the premises.
– Automatic opening of doors and gates
– Time and attendance reports.

This new technology ensures a faster and a more secure
communication between your intruder alarm panel and the
monitoring station.
Our Partners Monitoring Station

ALARM/CCTV MONITORING
Safewatch Security Systems can offer all of our clients Alarm
and CCTV Monitoring. The benefits of having your premises
monitored by the monitoring station are for example if your
intruder alarm activates, our monitoring station can view the
live CCTV images of your premises and confirm if there is
actually somebody there or if it is a false alarm.
This valuable information can be passed on to the Gardai so
that they can respond accordingly. Remember the Gardai
will respond quicker if they know for sure that it is a breakin and not a false alarm. Another great advantage of CCTV
monitoring is knowing that your premises is being watched
over by somebody 24 hours a day 365 days a year.
If somebody enters your sight after hours you will be
notified immediately compared to coming in the next day
and viewing CCTV footage of the incident after it has
happened.

Town Council – Community Monitoring

COMMUNITY BASED CCTV SYSTEMS
Safewatch Security Systems were one of the first
companies in Kildare to install a Community Based CCTV
System in Athy.
The Community Based CCTV Scheme is a 100%
government-funded scheme to allow local communities
and town councils to install CCTV systems in public areas.
Since the implementation of this community based CCTV
system in Athy anti social behaviour has dramatically
reduced and people feel safe to walk the streets at night.
If you would like to no more about this scheme please
contact us and we will be more than happy to discuss your
requirements with you.

If you would like a demonstration of any of our products please contact us. We have a state of the art demonstration room
in our supplier’s premises in Dublin where we can show you all the latest security products and demonstrate to you how these
systems will work in your business. We can also call out to your business if you prefer.

INTELLEX
The Intellex Digital Video Recorder is the market leader
when it comes to recording CCTV images. No other DVR
on the market today can rival the advanced features
available on the Intellex DVR. The unit can also be remotely
viewed on a PC allowing you to view your premises from
the comfort of your own home.
The Intellex DVR can integrate with our Kantech range of
Access Control Solutions and our Castle Care range of
Intruder Alarms to provide our clients with CCTV footage
of alarm events as they happen.
These alarm events along with video footage can be
emailed directly to our clients. No other DVR on the market
today can seamlessly integrate with other security
products.

Intellex - Digital Video Recorder

ANPR (AUTOMATIC NUMBER PLATE RECOGNITION)
An ANPR camera can capture licence plates during the day
and night. It can also send this information back to a
database and correspond the licence plate with
information held in the database.
For example when a car pulls up to a gate or barrier the
ANPR camera will read its licence plate and if this plate is
in the database it can trigger a relay to open the gate. Also
we can use these cameras to alert staff at a forecourt of a
re-offender when it comes to dispensing fuel as you can
enter this information into the database.
These are just a few examples of where ANPR cameras can
be used. If you need to capture licence plates then you
need an ANPR camera.

TILL FRAUD
We can link our customer tills up to our range of digital
recorders. This allows our clients to search for items sold
but not charged correctly.
They can then view video footage of this transaction and
see the till information supper imposed on the CCTV image
providing them with valuable information and saving them
thousands of euro on fraudulent transactions.
Examples of this are when a bar man sells a pint of Guinness
but only charges for a bottle of water. Another use of this
system is at a petrol station where our clients can view the
CCTV cameras on their tills so that when somebody picks
up a fuel pump, before fuel is released the employee can
visually see the customer on their till and make a decision
about whether or not to release fuel to them.

Example Screen Shot of Till & CCTV Link Up

VIDEO ANALYTICS
Traditionally CCTV systems were just used to view events
that happened in the past. With the advancement in technology we are now able to offer our clients the ability to
prevent crime happening on their premises with the use of
Video Analytics.
How this works is by installing a unit called Mate Trigger onto
your CCTV system and linking it up to a CCTV monitoring
station. When somebody enters your site the Trigger unit will
detect movement and alert the CCTV monitoring station.
They will then remotely view your premises and if they see
somebody they will give them an audio warning alerting
them that the Gardai have being called.
This in most cases is enough to scare the would be criminal
to leave the site without causing any damage saving our
clients thousands of euro. Video Analytics is a computer
based alarm detection system that integrates with your
CCTV cameras. It reduces false alarms as it can be
programmed to ignore certain things like cats and trees.

Safewatch Security Systems provide the full range of Sanyo, Lilin and Panasonic CCTV cameras. All of our Sanyo CCTV
cameras come with a 5-year manufactures warranty providing our clients with a guarantee that when they purchase a Sanyo
CCTV camera from Safewatch Security Systems they know there investment is secure for 5 years. We have CCTV Cameras
to suit all situations. If you’re not sure which camera would suit, call us today and we can arrange a free site visit.

Our Partners Include:

Our Client’s Said:
“Anybody who enters our premises at night
time are detected by the CCTV monitoring
station who are able to warn them that if they
do not leave, the Gardai will be called. This
system has saved us a lot of money and
provided us with great peace of mind.”

“Safewatch Security Systems meet our high
level of service requirements and have always
provided us with expert advice for all of our
security needs.”

Peter Waters

Graham Randall

TP Waters, Car Dealership, Monasteravin.

Philips Electronics, Ireland.

“We installed the Intellex Digital Video
Management System from Safewatch Security
Systems. We found it flexible and easy-to-use
and are very happy with the system and the
level of service they provided.”

“My Intruder Alarm and CCTV system is now
linked to a Monitoring Station so that if the
alarm goes off somebody can view my premises
immediately and verify if it is an intruder or
just one of my staff.”

Fergal Cronin

Joe Earley

Osberstown Waste Water Treatment Plant, Kildare.

ECS Ltd., Naas, Kildare.

Safewatch Security Systems, Castleroe West, Magoney, Athy, Co. Kildare
Tel 059 914 5931 Email info@safewatchsecurity.ie

www.safewatchsecurity.ie

